
In focus

What is this all about?
The new MiFID sustainability preferences assessment rules are 
part of a much bigger puzzle, as we have written in the past. In 
a nutshell, these new rules are part of an increasingly complex 
regulatory framework that aims to advance the EU Sustainable 
Finance agenda. The primary goal of this agenda is to create 
a sustainability regulation framework that facilitates and even 
accelerates the flow of money towards activities that will bring the 
EU economy to net zero. To achieve this, the framework includes 
regulation that impacts everyone along the investment value 
chain, from companies, to asset managers, as well as asset owners 
and advisers. 

How is this supposed to work in practice? First, companies report 
on their activities, then market participants (asset managers, 
pension funds and insurers) can take this information, use it to 
allocate money and, in parallel, report on how they approach 
sustainability in their business. This should increase both 
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If 2021 was the year of the SFDR, 2022 is the year of MiFID1. 
As we move further along the EU’s Sustainable Finance agenda, 
the next change, from 2 August 2022, is the addition of 
“sustainability preferences” in the MiFID suitability assessment. 

Regulators have come up with a very technical definition 
of sustainability preferences. Advisers are now expected to 
implement this assessment in a market that is marred by data 
gaps mainly due to company reporting rules not being mandatory 
yet. This is not helped by the fact that clients, who are indeed the 
ultimate target of the new changes, are not familiar with any of this. 

This paper sets out some of the key aspects of the MiFID 
suitability changes and considers what the assessment might look 
like in practice. We also highlight a number of practical issues that 
advisers are likely to encounter and how they might address them. 

It is going to be a bumpy ride but, eventually, after several 
iterations, the dust will settle.
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comparability and competition among different investment 
products. Then advisers can look at which investment manager, 
pension, or insurance provider has the greater push towards 
sustainability and which products are environmentally sustainable. 
They can then recommend those to end-investors with a 
preference for sustainability. As a final link in the chain, end-
investors will be able to see from all disclosures, which providers 
and which of their products are sustainable and/or follow adviser 
recommendations to buy into these products.

From a money flow perspective, it works the other way around.  
By making sure there is full transparency, end-investors (and, 
where relevant, their advisers) can easily see which providers 
and which products are “sustainable” (according to the MiFID 
definition and their preferences) and how, and, if they wish, put 
their savings into those. This then translates into more money 
(financing) for the underlying holdings within these products, 
which are the companies themselves.

1  SFDR: Sustainable Finance Disclosure Directives. MiFID: Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive II.

https://prod.schroders.com/en/sysglobalassets/digital/insights/pdfs/2021/2021-jan-eu-sustainable-regulation-paper-final.pdf


The role of advisers and the new MiFID sustainability 
preferences assessment
Advisers have a very important role in the investment chain. They 
are the gatekeepers. They are the ones who need to understand 
both the entity and product level disclosures from asset managers, 
pension funds and insurers. 

According to MiFID, advisers must carry out a suitability 
assessment before they recommend a product to their clients.  
This involves understanding the clients, their investment 
knowledge, their financial situation, their ability to bear 
investment loss, their objectives etc. Then it involves knowing the 
investment products, their objectives, their risks, returns, costs 
and charges etc. Based on a client’s profile and investment goals, 
an adviser can recommend a product.

What is changing in the MiFID suitability assessment process, is 
that advisers must include an additional consideration on whether 
any existing and new client has sustainability preferences. 
According to the amended regulation2, the client can express 
sustainability preferences in one or a combination of three ways:

 Ȃ The percentage of a product’s alignment to the EU Taxonomy

 Ȃ The percentage of a product’s allocation to sustainable 
investments as defined in SFDR

 Ȃ Qualitative and quantitative consideration of principal adverse 
impacts (PAIs)

Importantly, it is the client who is supposed to determine the 
minimum percentage of Taxonomy alignment, the minimum 
percentage of sustainable investment and the PAIs. If the client 
expresses sustainability preferences in a way that does not match 
the available product set, then a product can’t be sold unless those 
preferences are adapted.

The regulation does not provide any further details on how the 
sustainability preferences assessment should evolve in practice. 
Earlier in 2022, the European Securities and Markets Authority 
(ESMA) consulted on proposed guidelines to help advisers 
implement this change. The final guidelines are expected in 
autumn 2022, that is, after the changes have come into effect.

2  For the investigative reader, the changes amend Delegated Regulation (EU) 
2017/565, and the sustainability preferences definition is outlined in a new point 7 
under Article 2 of that regulation.

Figure 1: How can regulation channel money towards sustainable investments?

Source: Schroders. IDD: Insurance Distribution Directive. 1Includes asset managers, pension funds, insurers and advisers. Information as at June 2022.

Why can’t advisers use Articles 8 and 9 for the 
sustainability preferences assessment? 
One perhaps obvious question is why regulators have chosen to 
define sustainability preferences in this way rather than refer to 
products classified under Articles 8 and 9 of SFDR. Interestingly, 
earlier in the process when regulators were consulting on this, 
they floated this exact idea. The reason why this did not happen 
probably relates to what Articles 8 and 9 actually say. 

Although the market is using Articles 8 and 9 as product labels, 
these articles are most definitely not labels. They do not define 
what it means for an investment product to promote sustainability 
characteristics (Article 8) nor what it means to have sustainable 
investment objectives (Article 9). They only define what that product 
should disclose to the market. So, rather than a labelling exercise, 
SFDR is more of a mapping exercise. In other words, if you offer 
sustainable investing, tell the world what it is that you do and how. 

So if Articles 8 and 9 are not labels, MiFID must use something 
else. The three options described above are what regulators have 
decided to use and the market must implement. 

What will the assessment look like  
in practice?
Now that we have understood the theory, the question is what this 
assessment will look like in practice. 

The one thing to guide us here are ESMA’s proposed guidelines. 
If you look into the details (and assuming that the final guidelines 
will not be entirely different from the proposed ones), regulators 
envisage a structured discussion in a neutral and unbiased tone 
that does not influence the client, and where, in most cases, the 
questions are such that the answer can be “yes” or “no”.  
An illustrative decision tree is in Appendix 1. 

According to the proposed guidelines, before advisers even get to 
THE question “Do you have sustainability preferences?”, they will 
need to do two things.

First, advisers have to continue what they have been doing as 
part of the suitability test. This means collecting all the necessary 
information to assess a client’s knowledge, experience, financial 
situation, ability to bear loss, investment objectives etc. So it is 
business as usual so far.
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2

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32021R1253&from=EN
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-consults-review-mifid-ii-suitability-guidelines
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-consults-review-mifid-ii-suitability-guidelines
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Tool to facilitate the sustainability preferences assessment 

One tool that advisers and distributors have at their disposal to help them with this assessment is the 
European ESG Template (EET).  

The architect behind the EET is FinDatEx (Financial Data Exchange Templates). This is a working group with 
representatives from the European financial services sector industry. Its purpose is to help coordinate and 
develop tools to facilitate the exchange of data needed to comply with EU regulation such as MiFID II.  

The EET is an Excel file with almost 600 fields and is supposed to deliver all the necessary information in a 
machine readable format.  

Using the EET is voluntary but, in practice it is likely to be the primary means through which product 
manufacturers can report on the three sustainability preference options across their products. Even when the 
more detailed SFDR disclosures using specific technical standards become available in 2023 (see next section 
for more details), the information will appear in a document format that is not particularly user-friendly and 
won’t be machine readable. So the EET will remain a key tool for advisers in carrying out the sustainability 
preferences assessment.   

Figure 2: A snapshot of the EET 

 

Source: Schroders, FinDatEx. Information as at June 2022. 

What are the challenges? 
The previous section describes a fairly smooth process. As always, the reality is more complicated than that. 
There will be many practical issues that the market will encounter along the way. 

Figure 2: A snapshot of the European ESG Template (EET)

Source: Schroders, FinDatEx. Information as at June 2022.

Second (and here comes the new bit), advisers would need to 
explain a numbers of things to their clients:

 Ȃ What ESG is and the different components within it (the E, the S 
and the G). 

 Ȃ The concept of sustainability preferences and the ways in which 
the client can express them.

 Ȃ The differences between products with sustainability focus and 
those without.

Once these points are clear, advisers are expected to ask their 
clients about their sustainability preferences. 

Interestingly, if a client says “no” then the adviser can still recommend 
a product with a sustainable focus as long as this is deemed suitable 
for that client according to their investment objective, financial 
situation etc. In other words, there’s no “negative target market” as 
regards the sustainability component of a product. This says a lot 
about how keen policymakers are to redirect capital. 

Anyway, we assume that, in most cases, the answer will be “yes”, 
which is when a more complicated discussion starts. 

The first thing to assess (always according to ESMA’s proposed 
guidelines) is what option or combination of options the client 
prefers from the three available. 

 Ȃ If they use the percentage in Taxonomy, then the next step is to 
establish a minimum percentage or range of thresholds.

 Ȃ If they use the percentage in sustainable investment, then 
the next step is to establish a minimum percentage as well as 
whether the focus is on the E, the S or the G.

 Ȃ If they use the PAIs, then the next step is to establish whether 
there is a focus on the E, the S and/or the G.

The proposed guidelines are rather silent on the recommended 
course of action if a client prefers a combination of the three options. 
Perhaps the final guidelines will be more specific on this point.

What happens if no products match the way in which the client 
has expressed sustainability preferences? Then the question is 
whether the client is willing to adapt those preferences. If yes,  
this kickstarts the same questions-and-answers process. If not, 
then that is the end of the discussion.

Given how new and technical all this is, the most likely scenario  
(at least at the beginning) is a fairly iterative process.

Tool to facilitate the sustainability  
preferences assessment
One tool that advisers and distributors have at their disposal to help 
them with this assessment is the European ESG Template (EET). 

The architect behind the EET is FinDatEx (Financial Data Exchange 
Templates). This is a working group with representatives from the 
European financial services sector industry. Its purpose is to help 
coordinate and develop tools to facilitate the exchange of data 
needed to comply with EU regulation such as MiFID II. 

The EET is an Excel file with almost 600 fields and is supposed to 
deliver all the necessary information in a machine readable format. 

Using the EET is voluntary but, in practice it is likely to be the 
primary means through which product manufacturers can 
report on the three sustainability preference options across 
their products. Even when the more detailed SFDR disclosures 
using specific technical standards become available in 2023 (see 
next section for more details), the information will appear in a 
document format that is not particularly user-friendly and won’t 
be machine readable. So the EET will remain a key tool for advisers 
in carrying out the sustainability preferences assessment.
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What are the challenges?
The previous section describes a fairly smooth process. As always, 
the reality is more complicated than that. There will be many 
practical issues that the market will encounter along the way.

At the bottom of this complexity lies the order in which all the 
different rules in the EU’s Sustainable Finance framework come 
into effect. If we look at a simplified timeline of when each 
requirement applies in Figure 3, we notice four things:

 Ȃ The final guidelines on how to carry out the new MiFID 
sustainability preferences assessment are going to be available 
after the requirement of this assessment comes into effect (Q3 
2022 versus 2 August 2022).

 Ȃ Many of the product details that are needed for this 
assessment will be publicly available from January 2023, which 
is also when disclosure templates for products under Article 
8 and 9 come into effect. These are the so-called “SFDR Level 
2 templates”, that require all the disclosures for Articles 8 and 
9 to cover specific fields and be presented in a very specific way.

 Ȃ The Taxonomy Regulation remains incomplete (more on that 
further below).

 Ȃ Companies will only report the necessary non-financial data, 
with the Taxonomy Regulation currently only applying to a 
small number of companies and the Corporate Sustainability 
Reporting Directive (CSRD) not kicking in before 20243. 

The proverbial “cherry on top” is that we already know that the 
SFDR product disclosure templates and the PAI indicators will be 
subject to review in late 2023. The astute reader will have noticed 
that these apply from January 2023, so the form we know now 
may turn out to be a rather short-lived standard. The outcome 
of this review is uncertain. We only know that the European 
Commission has asked the European Supervisory Authorities 
(ESAs) to do preparatory work.

Instead of companies reporting first, asset managers second and 
the advisers getting a complete set of information (as Figure 1 
implies it should work), we have it the other way around. First, 
asset managers report according to SFDR. Then advisers need to 
assess sustainability preferences according to MiFID II. Then we 
still have a little bit of SFDR (Level 2 templates). And at the very 
end we have the regulation that forms the basis of everything: 
company reporting. 

3  The status as of June 2022 is that CSRD will apply in three waves: (a) 1 January 2024 
for companies already subject to the NFRD; (b) 1 January 2025 for companies that are 
not presently subject to the NFRD; (c) 1 January 2026 for listed SMEs, small and non-
complex credit institutions and captive insurance undertakings.

Figure 4: The EU Taxonomy’s six environmental objectives

Source: Schroders, European Commission.
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MiFID product 
governance 
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– SFDR Level 2 disclosures (templates)
– 2nd edition of the EET
– Taxonomy Regulation applies for all 6 

environmental objectives
– Taxonomy alignment reporting for non-

financial undertakings

January 2024
– Article 8 and 9: Taxonomy alignment across all objectives
– Taxonomy alignment reporting for financial undertakings
– Company sustainability disclosures rules come into effect (CSRD) 

in waves - start from 2024

Q3 2022
ESMA guidelines for MiFID 
sustainability preferences
Draft Taxonomy RTS on gas 
and nuclear 

Late 2023
– Expected SFDR Level 2 

disclosures (templates) review
– Possible PAI revision

We have explained before what this reverse sequencing means in 
practice. Since January 2022, asset managers have had to show a 
number for their products’ alignment to an EU Taxonomy that is 
not complete, using company Taxonomy-alignment data that does 
not exist. And for the MiFID sustainability preferences assessment 
from August 2022, advisers are supposed to assess their clients’ 
preferences using the information that asset managers report, 
which is based on either incomplete or entirely missing data.

Catching up with the Taxonomy Regulation
As a reminder, the Taxonomy is a cornerstone of the EU 
Sustainable Finance Agenda. It is not regulation in the sense of 
requiring someone to do something in a specific way. Rather, 
it is a classification system to help the market identify which 
activities are environmentally sustainable. In this way, it becomes 
a reference point for other regulations, such as how to disclose 
Taxonomy alignment in SFDR and CSRD, what the proceeds of EU 
green bonds can be used for etc. 

To qualify as environmentally sustainable, an economic activity must:

 Ȃ Contribute to at least one of six environmental objectives  
(see Figure 4).

 Ȃ Do no significant harm to the remaining objectives.

 Ȃ Comply with very extensive and detailed technical  
screening criteria.

 Ȃ Comply with minimum social safeguards such as the 
International Bill of Human Rights, the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights and the OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises.

Figure 3: Indicative timeline of what will happen when
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/sustainability-related-disclosure-financial-services-sector_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/sustainability-related-disclosure-financial-services-sector_en
https://www.esma.europa.eu/document/mandate-esas-pai-product
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6292-2022-INIT/en/pdf
https://www.schroders.com/en/insights/economics/the-esg-regulation-race-is-on/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32021R2139
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32021R2139


Here, we encounter another case of the reality being more 
complicated than the theory. 

Right before the MiFID sustainability preferences assessment 
comes into effect, only two of the Taxonomy objectives are 
complete: climate change mitigation and adaptation. 

Even for those, the inclusion of nuclear and gas remains open  
and heavily contested. In the latest news, the European 
Parliament’s economic and environmental affairs committees  
have voted against including nuclear and gas in the Taxonomy.  
They also used the opportunity to criticise the Commission’s 
approach and particularly that it did not consult MEPs nor did 
it put out its delegated act to public consultation before it was 
announced on New Year’s eve. However, the final vote in the 
European Parliament on 6 July opened the way for nuclear and gas 
to be included in the Taxonomy and, barring any further surprises, 
this will be adopted.

Part of the contention seems to arise from a misconception that 
whatever is included in the Taxonomy will somehow automatically 
attract a lot of capital, which may or may not happen, resulting in 
less capital flowing in those activities that are not included. 

But the Taxonomy is about classifying economic activities, not 
investments. Capital will flow towards such economic activities 
only to the extent that the market thinks it is a good idea. After 
all, the ultimate driver of capital will depend on whether or not 
these activities present a good investment proposition, which is 
determined by much more than being part of the Taxonomy. 

To the extent that policymakers want to redirect capital towards 
certain activities, looking at what makes a good investment 
proposition and how to change that should be a priority, or at least 
more of a priority than relying only on disclosures to do the job. 

The three options and how to use them
Where does all this leave us? What is the current status of each 
option and what does it mean for the sustainability preferences 
assessment?

Option 1: Taxonomy alignment
Current status
As the MiFID sustainability preferences assessment comes 
into effect, the Taxonomy Regulation remains incomplete and 
politically contested. Moreover, companies will not start providing 
the necessary data for the first MiFID option before 2024.

This has resulted in substantial data gaps on Taxonomy alignment. 
European regulators are aware of the issue, but their guidance 
on how to deal with it presents some challenges. A statement 
issued in March 2022 noted: “While estimates should not be used, 
where information is not readily available from public disclosures 
by investee companies, financial market participants may rely on 
equivalent information on taxonomy alignment obtained directly from 
investee companies or from third party providers.”  It is not clear what 
would constitute “equivalent information” that is different from 
“estimates”. Nor is it clear where third party providers would obtain 
the information that is not provided directly from companies.

So, some form of third party data will probably be necessary, 
at least until company reporting catches up. But adding to 
the already substantial complexity, this data differs across 
providers. Schroders and other members of Club AMPERE, a 
think-tank dedicated to reporting issues in asset management, 
commissioned Club AMPERE to get a global picture of those 
estimates in December 2021. Specifically, Club AMPERE reached 
out to a number of third-party providers to calculate the 
Taxonomy alignment of a portfolio with 70 different companies. 

Some key results4 showed that:

 Ȃ The average difference in estimates of Taxonomy alignment for 
the same company was 22%, so for example for one company 
one provider could report 10% alignment and another provider 
would report 32% alignment

 Ȃ Only one provider distinguished between Taxonomy eligibility 
and alignment, indicating that in some cases the estimated 
alignment numbers are likely to reflect eligibility (which is not 
what should be used for the MiFID assessment). 

As a reminder, in order to assess alignment, an activity has to be 
eligible first, that is, it must be covered by the Taxonomy. Once it  
is covered (eligible), one must assess whether that activity 
complies with the requirements listed in the previous section 
(contribution to objectives, do no significant harm, and compliance 
with technical screening criteria and minimum social safeguards).  
This then determines alignment.

Further independent analysis also points to large differences 
across data providers in estimated Taxonomy alignment for the 
same company. 

In practice, this adds one more challenge to the whole process, 
namely, which third party provider to choose.

What can advisers do?
In the first instance, advisers will probably need to explain all this 
to their clients. That is because, even if data were perfect, clients 
are unlikely to be familiar with the Taxonomy or what Taxonomy 
alignment means. 

Then advisers will need to understand the methodology behind 
the numbers of the Taxonomy alignment that are reported.  
Are those based on company data or estimates? If it is estimates, 
are these done in-house by asset managers or supplied by third-
party providers? What is the methodology?

Another point that is important, particularly in managing client 
expectations, is for advisers to understand what would be a 
realistic level of Taxonomy alignment across sectors and issuers. 
With only two of the six environmental objectives specified, only a 
very small number of EU economic activities (estimated between 
1% and 5%) currently qualifies as ‘green’. 

Last, but not least, advisers should be mindful that (as evidenced 
by the Club AMPERE study) in some corners of the market, 
eligibility and alignment are treated as the same thing, which is 
not correct. To calculate alignment, an activity has to be eligible 
first. So if an activity is aligned, it will be eligible, but if an activity 
is eligible it will not necessarily be aligned. This means that 
alignment will always be a lower number than eligibility. 

4  The results are available on request. A repeat of this exercise will follow in Q3 2022.
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https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/jc_2022_12_-_updated_supervisory_statement_on_the_application_of_the_sfdr.pdf
https://capitalmonitor.ai/asset-class/equity/data-vendors-taxonomy-alignment-scores-vary-widely/
https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2022/05/03/the-eu-taxonomy-traffic-light/


Option 2: Percentage in ‘Sustainable Investment’  
(SI) as per SFDR
Current status
The second option is slightly less complicated in that it depends 
only on one other regulation: SFDR. SFDR Article 2(17) defines 
sustainable investment as follows (emphasis added):

“…‘sustainable investment’ means an investment in an economic 
activity that contributes to an environmental objective, as 
measured, for example, by key resource efficiency indicators on the 
use of energy, renewable energy, raw materials, water and land, on 
the production of waste, and greenhouse gas emissions, or on its 
impact on biodiversity and the circular economy, or an investment 
in an economic activity that contributes to a social objective, in 
particular an investment that contributes to tackling inequality or 
that fosters social cohesion, social integration and labour relations, 
or an investment in human capital or economically or socially 
disadvantaged communities, provided that such investments do not 
significantly harm any of those objectives and that the investee 
companies follow good governance practices, in particular with 
respect to sound management structures, employee relations, 
remuneration of staff and tax compliance”

At first sight, this definition seems specific and attaches 
sustainable investment to three things:
 Ȃ Contribution to an environmental or social objective.

 Ȃ Doing no significant harm to such objectives.

 Ȃ Investee companies follow good governance practices.

Yet, this is another case where the implementation in practice is 
more complicated than the theory, because the details behind this 
definition are open to interpretation. For example, what constitutes 
a “contribution”? How to determine5 what “significant harm” is? 
What measures should be used to assess good governance? 

In a way, this implicitly acknowledges the fact that there are 
many ways to answer these questions. And SFDR has always 
been about disclosing information rather than determining the 
investment approach.

Helpful as this may be to allow flexibility in the market, it does mean 
that asset managers might use different approaches to all this, and 
hence what lies behind ‘sustainable investment’ may not be entirely 
comparable. Ultimately, this will affect the comparability of the 
percentage in sustainable investment that advisers are supposed  
to use for the sustainability preferences assessment. 

What can advisers do?
Given that the definition of sustainable investment is open to 
interpretation, advisers might need to understand how different 
asset managers have decided to define it. This will not make the 
reported percentages more comparable, but it will at least give 
better context on what the adviser is actually comparing.

Then advisers may need to consider differences across asset 
classes, geographies, and sectors and what a reasonable (for lack 
of better word) percentage across each would be. ESMA’s proposed 
guidelines helpfully refer to the possibility of using “buckets” to 
group different percentages in sustainable investment. Such 
buckets and the levels could vary across asset classes. 

Similar to the Taxonomy alignment, it is very likely that clients are 
not familiar with the concept of sustainable investment or at least 
not in the way that SFDR defines it. That is why advisers will need 
to explain this too.

5  Contrary to the Taxonomy Regulation, SFDR does not specify how to assess 
significant harm to environmental and social objectives in the context of  
‘sustainable investment’.

Option 3: Consideration of PAIs
Principal adverse impacts (PAIs) are amongst the more exotic 
sounding concepts in SFDR. In simple terms, PAIs are supposed 
to capture any negative effects that the investments in a portfolio 
have on the environment and society. To measure these effects, 
EU regulators have come up with a list of variables that will sound 
familiar to many in the market, such as carbon footprint or board 
diversity. Other variables are more niche, or rather unlikely to 
spring immediately to mind, such as “emissions to water”, which 
aims to capture impact on water, or exposure to energy-inefficient 
real estate assets.

SFDR lists a total of 18 mandatory indicators and 46 voluntary 
indicators and requires historical information as well. The full list 
of all indicators is in Annex 1 of the SFDR Delegated Regulation. 
Appendix 2 lists out the details for the mandatory PAI indicators 
and an overview is provided in Figure 5 below.

An interesting detail is that the Level 2 templates for Article 8 and 
9 (pre-contractual disclosures) that will come into effect in January 
2023, include a field that asks: “Does this financial product consider 
principal adverse impacts on sustainability factors?”. Accordingly, 
the Level 2 templates for Article 11 (periodic disclosures) include 
the field: “How did this financial product consider principal adverse 
impacts on sustainability factors?”. But neither the pre-contractual 
nor periodic templates require a listing of the PAI indicators; at least 
not in the same way that Article 4 for the entity level does (where an 
entity considers PAIs). This means that it is really MiFID that makes 
product level PAI indicator reporting a de facto requirement.

Current status
What does this mean for the useability of PAIs for the MiFID 
sustainability preferences assessment?

As indicated earlier, the detailed product level disclosures will not 
be available before January 2023 and PAI reporting at company 
level will not be mandatory until CSRD comes into effect. 

The quasi-good news here is that several of the PAI indicators are 
reported by companies and particularly the large listed ones, that 
have historically been targeted by regulation for reporting. Hence, 
for a number of the PAI indicators there is already significant 
amounts of data.

One point for advisers to be aware of is that reporting of PAIs  
is not accompanied by any set thresholds. There is no indication  
of the level from which any given PAI indicators translates into  
a significant harm. 

This is perhaps one of the more helpful aspects of SFDR and 
MiFID. Such thresholds are likely to depend on regional context, 
sector and other characteristics of any given holding. For example, 
the norms (and thus what is achievable) for a female to male 
board representation vary around the world and across industries. 
That is why the idea is to look at the indicators as absolute values 
and compare them across products instead of seeing them as a 
relative value compared to a set threshold.

What can advisers do?
As with the other two options for expressing sustainability 
preferences, clients will probably not be familiar with PAIs. 
Therefore, advisers will have to explain them the concept of  
PAIs, the variables, what they try to capture and what they  
are measuring.

Advisers should also be mindful of the possibility that although 
clients may not be familiar with PAI as a term, they could express 
sustainability preferences in a way that could be reflected in 
PAIs. For example, a client may say that they do not want any 
investment in fossil fuel companies. This translates directly to  
the PAI “exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector”.
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Figure 5: Requirements for companies as the source of sustainability information

Source: Schroders, SFDR Delegated Regulation. Information as at June 2022.

Source: Schroders. Information as at June 2022.

How is Schroders approaching the three MiFID options?
% Taxonomy alignment: Given concerns around the reliability and robustness of estimates of companies’ alignment with 
the EU Taxonomy, we will not be using this information and where relevant we will disclose a 0% alignment. We will keep this 
approach under review and we expect it to develop in line with the accuracy and completeness of the data.

% in Sustainable Investments: We are reporting the percentage in sustainable investment for Article 8 and 9 products in 
the EET. This is already reflected in the Prospectus for Article 9 products and it will be included, where applicable, for Article 
8 products in the next prospectus update following the introduction of the changes to MiFID II on 2 August 2022. We have 
developed two approaches to determine the ‘contribution’ of an economic activity regarding an environmental or social 
objective for it to constitute a Sustainable Investment under SFDR. The first, which applies to Article 9 products, assesses the 
substantive nature of the goods and services of the issuer in terms of environmental or social benefits. The second, which 
applies to Article 8 products, relies on an analysis of companies’ positive and negative externalities on society and the planet, 
using a proprietary tool, and then applies a minimum hurdle, per strategy, where the sum of all externalities need to result 
in a net positive score. The difference in approach reflects the different nature of Article 8 and 9 products, where the former 
promote environmental and/or social characteristics and some of those are sustainable investments, and the latter have 
sustainable investments as an objective.  

PAIs: These are integrated into our investment processes and the information is available to our portfolio management teams 
via our proprietary tools. Which PAI is relevant will differ across a holding’s circumstances, time, market conditions etc. It is for 
the portfolio management team to decide which ones are most relevant for each holding at any given point in time and take 
any necessary action. Data on PAI consideration at a product level is indicated in the EET. So far, our Article 6 funds do not make 
a commitment regarding PAI consideration.

In summary:

Companies ENVIRONMENTAL
– Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse emissions (and Scope 3 from January 2023)
– Carbon footprint
– GHG intensity of investee companies
– Share of investment in companies active in the fossil fuel sector
– Share of non-renewable energy consumption and production
– Energy consumption per million EUR of investee companies’ revenue
– Share of investments in investee companies with operations in or near biodiversity 

sensitive areas
– Tonnes of emissions to water generated by investee companies per million EUR invested
– Hazardous waste by investee companies per million EUR invested

Companies SOCIAL
– Share of investments in companies that have been involved in violations of UN and 

OECD principles 
– Share of investment in companies without policies to monitor compliance with UN and 

OECD principles 
– Gender pay gap of investee companies 
– Average ratio of female to male board members in investee companies 
– Share of investments in companies involved in the manufacture or selling of 

controversial weapons 

Sovereigns
– Carbon footprint of country 
– Number of investee countries subject to social violations (e.g. UN Principles) 

Real estate
– % of investments in real estate assets involved in fossil fuels (includes extraction, 

storage, transport or manufacture of fossil fuels)
– % of investments in energy inefficient real estate assets  

18 mandatory indicators
– 14 for companies, 2 for sovereigns, 2 for real estate

46 voluntary indicators (for companies)
– Choose at least 2 of those (1 environmental and 1 social)

Historical comparison 
– Provide indicators for at least the last 5 years (once available)

% Taxonomy alignment % in sustainable investment PAIs
– This option will not be used in the 

immediate future

– Significant concerns around data 
availability and robustness of 
estimates

– Where relevant, we consider reporting 
0% to be the least bad option currently 
given ESA’s requirement for an 
“explicit quantification”

– This will be subject to ongoing review

Article 9
Product design based on large majority 
of assets in sustainable investment

Article 8
Product design based on binding ESG  
constraints (such as fund maintains 
better sustainability score than the 
benchmark and exclusion of certain 
issuer types)

Minimum % in sustainable investment 
introduced – varying levels across 
asset classes 

– PAIs used in proprietary tools for 
integrating ESG into investment 
decisions and active ownership 
activities

– Report on all mandatory and two 
voluntary PAIs:

– Environment: Investing in 
companies without carbon emission 
reduction initiatives

– Social: Lack of a supplier code 
of conduct
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Moreover, although the focus is supposed to be on the PAIs that a 
product considers, of equal importance are the PAIs that a product 
is not considering. Advisers will need to understand the rationale 
for these considerations, because while the SFDR templates 
come into effect from January 2023, advisers may require direct 
engagement with product manufacturers in the first months of 
the MiFID sustainability preferences assessment.

Understanding data availability and reporting across indicators 
will also be important to gain a sense of how robust the 
information that is being reported really is. 

There is a further aspect here that advisers should prepare for.  
As data reporting and coverage improves, the level of reported PAI 
indicators will change year on year even if there is nothing that is 
fundamentally changing in the portfolio’s composition. Advisers 
will need to understand to what extent PAIs change due to 
increasing data coverage or due to portfolio turnover and explain 
this to clients. This will be particularly pertinent for existing clients.

What is next?
What is rather special about the MiFID changes is that 
‘sustainability preference’ is so technically defined that, arguably,  
it can have a direct impact on product design. 

Some may consider the three sustainability preference options 
helpful as metrics to filter products. But the reality is that all three 
options together fail to fully describe investment products and 
their approach to sustainable investment. Viewed in isolation, 
they can give only an incomplete picture of a product and would 
fail to capture the product’s investment objective, process, the 
sustainability characteristics it promotes or sustainable objectives 
it pursues (if any). 

As we mentioned before, there are challenges around data 
and information availability. But the bigger challenge with 
implementing the MiFID changes (and one that is independent of 
data) is how to bring together four things:

 Ȃ The very prescriptive legal requirements and the technical 
language in which sustainability preferences are defined;

 Ȃ Client expectations and the non-technical way in which they  
are likely to be expressed; 

 Ȃ Market reality and the product range that is available; and

 Ȃ What investment products are trying to deliver to clients  
and how.

Advisers can expect a very iterative process and discussion 
with their clients. Understanding the features of the existing 
product set, explaining complex concepts and managing client 
expectations will all be crucial.

Anecdotally, there is recognition across the market that 
implementation of the new sustainability preferences assessment 
will not be perfect at the beginning and that the market will 
learn more as we progress on this journey. The expectation is 
to implement the new rules at best efforts. This is somewhat 
reflected in ESMA’s proposed guidelines and the repeated use of 
the word “could” instead of “should”. This is supposed to add some 
flexibility in the process.

The next big change will come when the SFDR Level 2 templates 
come into effect from 2023. These will add some of the context 
needed to understand how products go about sustainable 
investment. With further regulation coming into effect on 
company reporting and reviews of existing regulation already in 
the works, we still have a long way to go. 

The next big question is how clients will express their sustainability 
preferences, how close this is going to be to the regulatory 
definition, and whether preference for specific aspects of product 
design will emerge from this process. 

As always with sustainability regulation: to be continued.
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Appendix 1: Possible process based on proposed guidelines6

General instructions:
– Neutral and unbiased tone

– do not influence client
– Use closed-ended questions 

(Yes/No) where possible

Sustainability 
preferences

Explain a/b/c 
criteria Choice of a/b/c

Is there a 
suitable 
product?

Client adapts
preference

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

No

No

(G8, para 83)
‘sustainability-
neutral’ – can 

recommend both 
sustainable and 
non-sustainable

% 
TR

% 
SI

PAI

(a)

(b)

(c)

Yes

No

No

No

No

(G8, para 84)
No product available 

– document in 
suitability report

Set % or 
% range

Set % or 
% range

Select 
E/S/G

Select 
E/S/G

Yes (G8, para 80)
Recommend product 
and explain reason 

and document 
client’s decision

Yes

Yes

Is there a 
suitable 
product?

Yes

No

(G2, para 26)
Have instructions 
for client-facing 

staff, e.g. not 
bound by min %MiFID a/b/c criteria

a. % Taxonomy (TR)
b. % SI
c. PAIs

Set PAI and how 
it is considered 

(screening, 
engagement 

etc.)

Source: Schroders. For illustrative purposes.  
6G refers to proposed guideline by ESMA
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Appendix 2 – Mandatory PAIs

Asset class PAI indicator Metric

Companies Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) emissions

1 GHG emissions Scope 1 GHG emissions 

Scope 2 GHG emissions

Scope 3 GHG emissions (from 01/01/23)

Total GHG emissions

2 Carbon footprint Carbon footprint

3 GHG intensity of investee 
companies

GHG intensity of investee companies (weighted 
average carbon intensity - WACI)

4 Exposure to companies 
active in the fossil fuel 
sector

Share of investments in companies active in the 
fossil fuel sector

5 Share of non-renewable 
energy consumption and 
production

Share of non-renewable energy consumption and 
non-renewable energy production of investee 
companies from non-renewable energy sources 
compared to renewable energy sources, expressed 
as a percentage

6 Energy consumption 
intensity per high impact 
climate sector

Energy consumption in GWh per million EUR of 
revenue of investee companies, per high impact 
climate sector

Biodiversity 7 Activities negatively 
affecting biodiversity-
sensitive areas

Share of investments in investee companies with 
sites/operations located in or near to biodiversity-
sensitive areas where activities of those investee 
companies negatively affect those areas

Water 8 Emissions to water Tonnes of emissions to water generated by 
investee companies per million EUR invested, 
expressed as a weighted average

Waste 9 Hazardous waste ratio Tonnes of hazardous waste generated by investee 
companies per million EUR invested, expressed as 
a weighted average

Social and 
employee matters

10 Violations of UN Global 
Compact principles 
and Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation 
and Development 
(OECD) Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

Share of investments in investee companies  
that have been involved in violations of the  
UNGC principles or OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

11 Lack of processes and 
compliance mechanisms 
to monitor compliance 
with UN Global 
Compact principles and 
OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

Share of investments in investee companies 
without policies to monitor compliance with 
the UNGC principles or OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises or grievance /complaints 
handling mechanisms to address violations of 
the UNGC principles or OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises
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Asset class PAI indicator Metric

12 Unadjusted gender pay 
gap

Average unadjusted gender pay gap of investee 
companies

13 Board gender diversity Average ratio of female to male board members in 
investee companies

14 Exposure to controversial 
weapons (anti-personnel 
mines, cluster munitions, 
chemical weapons and 
biological weapons)

Share of investments in investee companies 
involved in the manufacture or selling of 
controversial weapons

Sovereigns Environmental 15 GHG intensity GHG intensity of investee countries

Social 16 Investee countries subject 
to social violations

Number of investee countries subject to social 
violations (absolute number and relative number 
divided by all investee countries), as referred  
to in international treaties and conventions,  
United Nations principles and, where applicable,  
national law

Real Estate Fossil fuels 17 Exposure to fossil fuels 
through real estate assets

Share of investments in real estate assets 
involved in the extraction, storage, transport or 
manufacture of fossil fuels

Energy efficiency 18 Exposure to energy-
inefficient real estate 
assets

Share of investments in energy-inefficient real 
estate assets

Source: Schroders, SFDR Delegated Regulation. Information as at June 2022.
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Important Information
Marketing material for professional clients only. Investment  
involves risk.

This material is for professional investors or advisers only. It is not 
to be provided to retail clients. Investment involves risk.

Any reference to sectors/countries/stocks/securities are for 
illustrative purposes only and not a recommendation to buy or 
sell any financial instrument/securities or adopt any investment 
strategy.

The material is not intended to provide, and should not be 
relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment 
recommendations.

Reliance should not be placed on any views or information in 
the material when taking individual investment and/or strategic 
decisions.

Past Performance is not a guide to future performance and may 
not be repeated.

The value of investments and the income from them may go 
down as well as up and investors may not get back the amounts 
originally invested. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of 
investments to fall as well as rise.

Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this 
document and these may change.

Information herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders does 
not warrant its completeness or accuracy.

Insofar as liability under relevant laws cannot be excluded, no 
Schroders entity accepts any liability for any error or omission in 
this material or for any resulting loss or damage (whether direct, 
indirect, consequential or otherwise).

This document may contain “forward-looking” information, such 
as forecasts or projections. Please note that any such information 
is not a guarantee of any future performance and there is no 
assurance that any forecast or projection will be realised.

This material has not been reviewed by any regulator.

Not all strategies are available in all jurisdictions.

Schroders may record and monitor telephone calls for security, 
training and compliance purposes.

For readers/viewers in Argentina: Schroder Investment 
Management S.A., Ing. Enrique Butty 220, Piso 12, C1001AFB 
- Buenos Aires, Argentina. Registered/Company Number 15. 
Registered as Distributor of Investment Funds with the CNV 
(Comisión Nacional de Valores). Nota para los lectores en 
Argentina: Schroder Investment Management S.A., Ing. Enrique. 
Butty 220, Piso 12, C1001AFB - Buenos Aires, Argentina. Inscripto 
en el Registro de Agentes de Colocación y Distribución de PIC de 
FCI de la Comisión Nacional de Valores con el número 15.

For readers/viewers in Brazil: Schroder Investment Management 
Brasil Ltda., Rua Joaquim Floriano, 100 Ȃ cj. 142 Itaim Bibi, 
São Paulo, 04534-000 Brasil. Registered/Company Number 
92.886.662/0001-29. Authorised as an asset manager by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission of Brazil/Comissão de Valores 
Mobiliários (“CVM”) according to the Declaratory Act number 
6816. This document is intended for professional investors only as 
defined by the CVM rules which can be accessed from their website 
www.cvm.gov.br.

For readers/viewers in Switzerland: For professional clients and 
qualified investors only, where appropriate. Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management (Switzerland) AG, Central 2, CH-8001 
Zürich, Postfach 1820, CH-8021 Zürich, Switzerland. Enterprise 
identification number (UID) CHE-101.447.114. Authorised and 
regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority 
(FINMA).

For readers/viewers in the European Union/European 
Economic Area: Schroders will be a data controller in respect 
of your personal data. For information on how Schroders might 
process your personal data, please view our Privacy Policy 
available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on request 
should you not have access to this webpage. Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management (Europe) S.A., 5, rue Höhenhof, L-1736 
Senningerberg, Luxembourg. Registered No. B 37.799.

For readers/viewers in the People’s Republic of China: Issued 
by Schroder Investment Management (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Unit 
33T52A, 33F Shanghai World Financial Center, 100 Century Avenue, 
Pudong New Area, Shanghai, China, AMAC registration NO. 
P1066560. Regulated by Asset Management Association of China 
(“AMAC”) This material has not been reviewed by the AMAC.

For readers/viewers in the United Arab Emirates: Schroder 
Investment Management Limited, located in Office 506, Level 5, 
Precinct Building 5, Dubai International Financial Centre, PO Box 
506612 Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Regulated by the Dubai 
Financial Services Authority. This document is not subject to any 
form of approval by the DFSA. Accordingly, the DFSA has not 
approved any associated documents nor taken any steps to verify 
the information and has no responsibility for it. This document is 
intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended 
as promotional material in any respect. This document is intended 
for professional investors only as defined by the DFSA rules which 
can be accessed from their website www.dfsa.ae.

For readers/viewers in the United Kingdom: Schroders will be a 
data controller in respect of your personal data. For information on 
how Schroders might process your personal data, please view our 
Privacy Policy available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy 
or on request should you not have access to this webpage. Issued 
by Schroder Investment Management Limited, 1 London Wall 
Place, London EC2Y 5AU. Registered Number 1893220 England. 
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Note to readers/viewers in Australia: Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management Australia Limited Level 20, Angel Place, 
123 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia ABN 22 000 443 274, 
AFSL 226473. It is intended for professional investors and financial 
advisers only and is not suitable for retail clients.

Note to readers/viewers in Hong Kong S.A.R.: This document is 
intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended 
as promotional material in any respect. This document is intended 
for professional investors only as defined by Securities and 
Futures Ordinance (“SFO”) (and any rules made thereunder) or as 
otherwise permitted under the Hong Kong laws. Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited. Level 33, Two 
Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Hong Kong. This material has not been 
reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong.

Note to readers/viewers in Indonesia: This document is intended 
to be for information purposes only and it is not intended as 
promotional material in any respect. This document is intended for 
professional investors only as defined by the Indonesian Financial 
Services Authority (“OJK”). Issued by PT Schroder Investment 
Management Indonesia Indonesia Stock Exchange Building 
Tower 1, 30th Floor, Jalan Jend. Sudirman Kav 52-53 Jakarta 12190 



Indonesia PT Schroder Investment Management Indonesia is 
licensed as an Investment Manager and regulated by the OJK. This 
material has not been reviewed by the OJK.

Note to readers/viewers in Japan: Issued by Schroder Investment 
Management (Japan) Limited 21st Floor, Marunouchi Trust Tower 
Main, 1-8-3 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-0005, Japan 
Registered as a Financial Instruments Business Operator regulated 
by the Financial Services Agency of Japan (“FSA”). Kanto Local 
Finance Bureau (FIBO) No. 90 This material has not been reviewed 
by the FSA.

Note to readers/viewers in Malaysia: This presentation has not 
been approved by the Securities Commission Malaysia which takes 
no responsibility for its contents. No offer to the public to purchase 
any fund will be made in Malaysia and this presentation is intended 
to be read for information only and must not be passed to, 
issued to, or shown to the public generally. Schroder Investment 
Management (Singapore) Ltd does not have any intention to solicit 
you for any investment or subscription in any fund and any such 
solicitation or marketing will be made by an entity permitted by 
applicable laws and regulations.

Note to readers/viewers in Singapore: This presentation is 
intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended 
as promotional material in any respect. This document is intended 
for professional investors only as defined by Securities and Futures 
Act to mean for Accredited and or Institutional Clients only, 
where appropriate. Issued by Schroder Investment Management 
(Singapore) Ltd (Co. Reg. No. 199201080H) 138 Market Street #23-
01 CapitaGreen, Singapore 048946. This document has not been 
reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Note to readers/viewers in South Korea: Issued by Schroders 
Korea Limited 26th Floor, 136, Sejong-daero, (Taepyeongno 1-ga, 
Seoul Finance Center), Jung-gu, Seoul 100-768, South Korea . 
Registered and regulated by Financial Supervisory Service of Korea 
(“FSS”)This material has not been reviewed by the FSS.

Note to readers/viewers in Taiwan: Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management (Taiwan) Limited 9F., No. 108, Sec. 5, 
Xinyi Road, Xinyi District, Taipei 11047, Taiwan. Tel +886 2 2722-
1868 Schroder Investment Management (Taiwan) Limited is 
independently operated. This material has not been reviewed by 
the regulators.

Note to readers/viewers in Thailand: This presentation has not 
been approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission which 
takes no responsibility for its contents. No offer to the public to 
purchase any fund will be made in Thailand and this presentation is 
intended to be read for information only for professional investors 
as defined by regulations and it is not intended as promotion 
material in any respect. It must not be passed to, issued to, or 
shown to the public generally. Schroder Investment Management 
(Singapore) Ltd does not have any intention to solicit you for any 
investment or subscription in any fund and any such solicitation or 
marketing will be made by an entity permitted by applicable laws 
and regulations.
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